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ABSTRACT 

 

This research is entitled Metaphors Used in the Laep Kisan Tunbubun 

Discourse of North Biboki People. This research as conducted by Maria Liliosa 

Bukifan with Reg. No. 12115015 under the supervision of Dr. Drs. Kletus Erom, 

M.Hum and P. Paulus Asa, SVD, Mag.TESOL, M.Pd. 

Based on the background of the study, the topic above is specified into two 

problems. (1) What are the verbal symbol of Laep Kisan Tunbubun discourse of 

North Biboki people? (2) What are the cultural imageries of the Dawanese 

Language speakers based on the linguistic features of Laep Kisan Tunbubun 

discourse of North Biboki people? 

Due to qualitative study, the data were obtained through simulation and 

recording the data. The researcher went to Biloe, North Biboki and did the 

simulation of Laep Kisan Tunbubun discourse. The researcher recorded the 

simulation while the simulation was going on. The data were analyzed through 

some steps: replaying, transcribing, marking, identifying, translating the 

metaphors used in Laep Kisan Tunbubun discourse, and interpreting the 

metaphorical meaning and cultural imagery of North Biboki people by using the 

theory of Cultural Linguistics.  

In line with the problem statements, there were seventeen chunks 

appearing in Laep Kisan Tunbubun discourse. They were classified into three 

kinds of metaphors: structural metaphor, orientational metaphor and ontological 

metaphor. Nine of seventeen chunks belong to ontological metaphor. The rest 

eight chunks belong to structural metaphor. It is also found the cultural imagery of 

North Biboki people was expressed in the metaphors appearing in the discourse of  

Laep Kisan Tunbubun. (1) The people of North Biboki believe that the ancestors 

are still alive like living human being. Like living human being, their eyes still can 

watch life of the human being and their ears still can listen to the prayers; (2) The 

people of North Biboki believe that the ancestors have power to protect or even to 

curse the human being and also their children; (3) Like other ethnics, North 

Biboki people desire good life condition when living in the world. This can be 

reached by cutting the ‘thorns’ which will provide hindrance and illness because 

of human being did in the past and fixing the fence and the road that was never 

passed; (4) Like any other people, North Biboki people desire long life in the 

world. This can be reached by slaughtering the rooster in the river and predicting 

someone’s life by seeing the bowels of the rooster. 

 

Keywords : Metaphor, Laep Kisan Tunbubun Discourse, Verbal Symbol, Cultural 

Imagery, Dawan Language (Uab Meto), Biboki.   
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MOTTO 

 

 

 

“Hope deferred makes the heart sick, but 

a longing fulfilled is a tree of life.” 

 

Proverbs 13 : 12 
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